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There has been a significant push across youth baseball to develop the Intermediate 50/70 
division for older players. The Intermediate Baseball field dimensions are, as the name implies, 
between those of the traditional Little League diamond and a standard baseball diamond. Many 
programs have now embraced 50/70 as their core division at the 12U level. In fact, some 
leagues will no longer offer traditional 46/60 at the 12U level. Little League created a 50/70 
Intermediate Division a few years ago as a pilot and it has now been fully integrated into its 
baseball  programs as a separate division with district tournaments and a Little League 50/70 
World Series.   
 
Redding players participated in 50/70 divisions throughout 2013, as we believe this is the 
direction all youth baseball is heading. Redding Little League fully supports the developmental 
philosophy of 50/70 play for the Redding baseball program and will offer it as our 12U in-house 
division going forward.  Little League’s Intermediate Division is currently structured as a 13U 
division and the Call Ripken League programs, which include most of our neighbors from the  
i-84 league, have fully embraced 50/70 at the 13U, 12U and 11U levels.   
 
The 50/70 Intermediate Division is a bridge to transition from the traditional Little League 46-foot 
pitching distance and 60-foot base paths to the modified baseball field using a 50-foot pitching 
distance and 70-foot base paths. This helps the players with their future transition to the 60-foot 
6-inch pitching distance and 90-foot base paths on which they typically play beginning at age 13 
and older. 50/70 baseball allows for a more complete baseball experience, offering many 
changes that help players develop the full complement of baseball skills, as well as makes for a 
more exciting game experience. In additional to field dimensions mentioned above, some of the 
other changes for 50/70 over 46/60 includes:  
 

 Runners may take leads 
 Balks and pickoff are allowed 
 Pitchers will learn to pitch from the stretch to hold runners on base 
 The pitcher’s mound is increased to a height of 8 inches 
 2 5/8 barrel bats may be used  

 
A 50/70 division will ensure that Redding Little League is in sync with the changing environment 
of youth baseball and offers a competitive level of play for its players. It gives players more time 
to not only adjust physically and play with larger dimensions, but also play under the full set of 
baseball rules before they get to the big field so they don’t need to make both adjustments at 
the same time. We believe this will also create a better opportunity to develop both players who 



may be more advanced and want to build the skillset needed to play high school ball and 
beyond, as well as those who are less experienced but still love to play the game, as it offers 
another option to keep playing longer if they don’t feel ready for the big field yet.  
 
With this change will also come some transition.   
 
First and foremost, we need to alter our field. We are in the process of working with the BGCRE 
to upgrade a field for 50/70 play in 2014, as other towns have done or are doing.  Additionally, 
as we reviewed our baseball program in the context of Redding’s 50/70 experience to-date, we 
will shift our in-house division structure accordingly, given how age groups and skills are spread 
across our current program.  In particular, we feel the traditional “Majors/Minors” distinctions are 
no longer applicable to our divisions.  The “50/70 division” will essentially replace what we used 
to call ‘Majors’.  All other divisions will just be called “46/60”; however, we will continue to have 
two levels of 46/60, including a beginner AA level and then the AAA level, similar to the past few 
years. We plan to continue to have our 13-14-15 year olds play on the standard big field in a 
Babe Ruth division, as we have always done in the past.  
 
Little League itself is also in transition, so we will still be in an environment where there is travel 
and district play across the same age groups for players who play in both  50/70 & 46/60 
divisions.  We will have to adjust to district play structures as well when the time comes, and will 
continue to review those decisions as we evaluate the program this spring. Other towns may 
take a different approach, but we think our shift works best for Redding now, and keeps our 
players aligned with those in the districts and towns in our region. 
 
We expect the transition to be smooth, but we also ask for everyone’s patience as we work 
through our first full season as program with 12U 50/70 baseball. There is always gray area for 
us across skill levels and crisscrossing age groups, given that our population as a small town 
means divisions can and do swing more dramatically than larger towns every season with each 
new group entering the program or moving up. That both complicates things, but also can allow 
for flexibility where possible, too.  
 
We ask that you please read the revised division descriptions and eligibility requirements 
(go to the BASEBALL FAQ at www.ReddingBaseball.org) as you prepare to register for 
baseball this season). 
 
Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions at info@reddingbaseball.org. 
 
We are very excited about moving our program in the direction of 50/70 baseball and believe 
that it will make Redding Baseball an even better experience for all our players now, right 
through their high school years and hopefully beyond!  
 
 
REGISTER FOR SPRING 2014 BASEBALL at WWW.REDDINGBASEBALL.ORG 
  
 
And as always, thank you for you continued support of Redding youth baseball players! 
 

www.reddingbaseball.org
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